The Marker Hotel forms part of a distinctly different
urban concept in Dublin’s Docklands. Nestled between
the River Liffey, the Grand Canal and a short stroll from
Sandymount Beach and the rich Irish Sea, many of Dublin’s most unique experiences are within walking distance
from the hotel. Take part in wakeboarding session or stand
up yoga class in Grand Canal Basin, experience a show at
the Bord Gáis Energy Theatre, or visit Windmill Lane recording studio where the band U2 recorded many of their
famous albums. Dine on board one of Dublin’s many canal
boats and sail through the city or cruise Dublin Bay to see
our beautiful fishing marinas and villages.

Extraordinary, surprising and luxurious,
The Marker Hotel is the perfect
urban retreat for those who crave
the unconventional, yet still expect
the exceptional standards of service
that are the signature of a member of
The Leading Hotels of the World.

One of Dublin’s most visually arresting landmarks, the
Marker Hotel offers a distinct blend of urban style and
luxury making it the perfect base from which to explore
our capital city.
The Marker is located only 25 minutes drive from Dublin
Airport and superbly served by all Dublin’s main public
transport systems.

Luxury Guestrooms
• 187 rooms including: 117 superior rooms, 49 deluxe rooms,
14 corner suites, 4 luxury corner, 2 one bedroom suites and
one of the citys most appealing presidential suites. Starting
from a generous 35sqm.
• Exclusive toiletries by Malin+Goetz
• Interactive in-room entertainment system
• Floor to ceiling windows in every room•
• Stunning views overlooking Grand Canal Square
The Spa at The Marker
With sophisticated and minimalist décor, The Spa at The
Marker Hotel is beautifully designed, creating a peaceful respite from the outside world. Rest and relax by the 23 metre
infinity pool, generously sized Jacuzzi, sauna or eucalyptus
infused steam room, before indulging in one of our many
award-winning massage treatments or advanced skincare regimes using SkinCeuticals or Elemental Herbology products.
A fully equipped fitness area with dedicated cardiovascular
equipment, resistance equipment and free weights is also at
your disposal in our Gym, located on the Mezzanine level of
the hotel.

Conference & Banqueting
Whether it is for a meeting, conference or a special occasion,
inviting your guests through the front door of The Marker
Hotel Dublin is asking them to attend something with a difference. Our conference and event facilities which span 784
sq (m) are both visually impressive and of an outstanding calibre. From wedding celebrations and new product launches
to large conferences of up to 250 people, The Marker Hotel
has a choice of bright, spacious rooms to suit your Dublin city
event. With video conferencing capabilities throughout each
of our nine meeting rooms, your team can connect whether
in person, virtually or both.
• 700 sq. m of meeting space
• •9 conference and banqueting suites
• •Dedicated professional events team
• •Business centre
• 500mbps wifi connection throughout the hotel
• •Comprehensive AV and multimedia equipment
• •Largest room, The Marker Suite has a capacity of up to
250 theatre style
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The Marker Bar
Modern, fresh and totally laid back, The Marker Bar draws an eclectic mix
of people through its doors.• Boasting its own unique style and ambience,
The Marker Bar buzzes from early in the morning until long past sundown
serving an a la carte dining menu, set three course menu, coffees, teas and
desserts!
The Brasserie
A relaxed dining experience in a space of elemental light and energy that
transforms seamlessly from day to night. The Brasserie is a destination for
food lovers who love to try something different, yet share a genuine passion
for discovering simple, unfussy dishes made with locally sourced ingredients.
Rooftop Bar & Terrace
Stylish, luxurious and distinctly different, the Rooftop Bar & Terrace provides
guests with a mix of intimate and social areas that seamlessly blend indoor
and outdoor space. with seating for up to 120 people. Located on the seventh floor, the Rooftop Bar & Terrace offers stunning and unparalleled 360°
degree views of Dublin’s most spectacular sights including the Docklands,
Dublin Mountains and the Irish Sea. Sit back and enjoy an array of exquisite
cocktails made with care and precision, paired with more-ish menus showcasing the best of Irish produce. During the summer months, guests joining
us for the weekend can take part in one of our 60-minute yoga classes every
Saturday morning.

Our History
Steeped in the old and resonating with the new, The Marker is the newest
chapter of a rich history in Dublin’s Docklands that spans millennia. Originally
a Viking settlement and port, Dublin’s character has been shaped by architecture spanning from medieval to modern times.
Our name is literally a mark of respect for one of our greatest inland trade
routes, the Grand Canal. The Grand Canal’s 82 miles were lined with cast-iron
‘markers’ and the final marker was right here, in Grand Canal Square. Inspired
by the innate Irish love of adventure, travel and trade, our name embodies
this rich history, giving it a new sense of place in a contemporary context.
Our Design
Our architecture draws on the elemental nature of the Irish landscape and
combines it with a sleek urban aesthetic, creating an experience that is distinctly Irish and truly inimitable. Inspiration comes from the geometric shapes
that exist naturally on our Island, from the rugged Burren Landscape to the
unique hexagonal stones of the Giant’s Causeway.
This elemental style is carried right through from the stunning ground floor
cocktail bar and Brasserie, through the unique geometric layouts of our 187
luxurious bedrooms, to the stunning Rooftop Bar & Terrace reaching across
the cityscape, to the wild natural beauty of the mountains and the sea.
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